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On the Determination of Functions From Their

Integral Values Along Certain Manifolds

JOHANN RADON

Translated by P. C. Parks from the original German text

N one integrates a function of two variables x,
VY y-a point function f (P) in the plane-subject to

suitable regularity conditions along an arbitrary straight
line g then one obtains in the integral values F(g), a line
function. In Part A of the present paper the problem which
is solved is the inversion of this linear functional trans-
formation, that is the following questions are answered:
can every line function satisfying suitable regularity con-
ditions be regarded as constructed in this way? If so, is f
uniquely known from F and how can f be calculated?

In Part B a solution of the dual problem of calculating
a line function F(g) from its point mean values f(P) is
solved in a certain sense.

Finally in Part C certain generalizations are discussed,
prompted by consideration of non-Euclidean manifolds as
well as higher dimensional spaces.
The treatment of these problems, themselves of inter-

est, gains enhanced importance through the numerous re-
lationships that exist between this topic and the theory of
logarithmic and Newtonian potentials. These will be men-
tioned at appropriate places in the text.

A. DETERMINATION OF A POINT FUNCTION IN THE

PLANE FROM ITS STRAIGHT LINE INTEGRAL VALUES

1) For all real points P = [x, y] let f(x, y) be a real
function satisfying the following regularity conditions:

a,) f(x, y) is continuous;
bl) the double integral,

f(XIY)± xd

extending over the whole plane, converges;
c1) for an arbitrary point P = [x, y] and each r - 0

let
2T

fp(r) = f(x + r cos 4, y + r sin 4) d)
2,x o

so that for every point P
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lim fp(r) = 0.
r oo

Then the following theorems hold good.
Theorem I: The straight line integral value off along

the line g having the equation x cos X + y sin ) = p is
given by

F(p, 4 = F(-p, 4 + 7r)

= f(p cos) - s sin X, p sin4 + s cos ) ds (I)

and exists almost everywhere: this means that on every
circle the set of tangency points of all tangents for which
F does not exist has a linear measure of zero. O

Theorem 11: Constructing the mean value of F(p, 4)
for the tangents of the circle with centre P = [x, y] and
radius q as

1 27r
Fp(q) = 2 F(x cos4) + y sin ) + q, O) d4 (II)

then this integral converges absolutely for all P, q. D
Theorem III: The value of f is uniquely determined

from F and can be calculated as

f(P) = 1 00 dFp(q)iro q (III)

This integral is understood in the sense of a Stieltjes in-
tegral and can also be defined by the formula

f(P) = -li (-) F) dq).
7r e-O e e q2 (III' )

Before proceeding with the proof we remark that the con-
ditions a1)-cl) are invariant in the face of coordinate shifts
in the plane. We can therefore always consider the origin
[0, 0] as representing any point of the plane. One recog-
nises now the double integral

f(X, y) dxdy
x2y2>q 2 +VX+ y - q

as absolutely convergent. Through the transformation

x = q cos4-s sin 4, y = q sin4 + s cos4

(1)
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it becomes
[i 2ir cok~(cs

do f(qcos f- s sin , qsin + scos )ds
0 0

227r O

= dc f(q cos 0 -s sin 0,
o -00

q sin 0 + s cos O) ds

so that one can express its value as

2 idk __ f(q cos - s sin X, q sin k + s cos Ods
o -00

2,r
F(q, O) = 7rFO(q).

The assertions of Theorems I and II follow from known
properties of absolutely convergent double integrals.
To arrive at the formula (III) one can take the following

course.
Substitution of polar coordinates in (1) above yields

00

q

2 f(r cos X, r sin )
rdr >r2 _q2 dk

or with the assistance of the mean value expression of cl)
0

fO(r)r dr
Jq r2 - q2

Comparison with the earlier form of (1) gives

F0(q) = 2 X fo(r)rdr (2)
Jq r - q

Substituting the variables r2 = v, q2 = u into this integral
equation of the first kind one can easily solve it through
the known method of Abel to give the formula (III) for

fo(°) = f(0, 0).
This approach appears difficult, however, without further
conditions on f, so we prefer a direct verification. First,
in order to demonstrate the equality of expressions (III)
and (III') one must prove that

FO(q)lim ( 0.
q-OC0 q

From (2) above

Fo(q)
q

2 12q f0(r) r dr + 2 (| f0(r) r dr

s VI0rlr dr +fOrlq q r q q 2q /r2 - q2
2 (2q Ifo(r)Ir 2 00O Iffo(r) I dr

1 r2~ 2dr+2~q.Jqr -q q J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2q r2_-q

Through the introduction of (2) the right-hand side of
(III') now becomes

2 [i rf0(r) dr dq rfo(r) dr]
- lim [-

f

f qJ;7r2EL+0iE r2 iq2Jq Nr2 ql

By changing the order of integration in the second integral
one can integrate with respect to q, recognizing the inte-
gral as an absolutely convergent double integral which
justifies this change. One obtains for the whole expression
above the formula

2 fo(r)
- lime 2 dr
7r 0 rr -c

which yields on taking the limit the valuefo(O) = f (0, 0),
as is not difficult to show.

2) Let F(p, O = F(-p, + 7r) be a line function
satisfying the following regularity conditions.

a2) F and the derivatives Fp, Fpp, Fppp7 F, FpO, Fpp,
exist and are continuous for all [p, /].

b2) F, Fe,k pFp, pFp;, pFpp, tend to zero as p - oo

uniformly in ¢.
c2) The integrals
co 00 C*

Fpp Inp dp, 0 Fpppp ln p dp, | FPPp ln p dp

converge absolutely and uniformly in 0. Then we can
prove [the following theorem].

Theorem IV: Constructf(P) from the formulae (III) or
(III'), thus satisfying the conditions a,), bl), cl) and
yielding as the straight line integral value the above func-
tion F(p, 4). As a consequence of Theorem III it is the
unique function of this kind. O

Substituting polar coordinates in (III) gives

f(p cos t, p sin 22)= 2i dp2

Fp(p cos cv + p, w + O dc

2 ln p dp

Fpp(p + p cos v, c + )dw.

Now
2,r

A FP(p cos c + p, + ) dw

2 7r

= A Fp(p cos co, cv + t4) dcv

+ dw Fn(po cs co + t co + O dt
4 X Jo .Joo 1"5'

c 2 ~{f0(t)f + X4.3q 32qIfo( dr (q - - q) and the first component is zero as F(p, 4) = F(-p, o-
ir). For this reason the product of the integral with In p

and this converges to zero as q -X o on account of bl) tends to zero as p -* 0. On account of the same property
and c1). of F it follows also that
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fpr c+
f(pCos A, p sinO~= 2Tr2 0

dw Fpp(p, + uf)

iIn Ip-p cos coI dp.

It is sufficient that we show
00

3-Oo

(3)

f(p, 0) dp =F(O, ir/2)

as the conditions a2)-c2) are invariant in the face of co-
ordinate changes.
We put

F(p,O =F(p, xrI2) + cos 0 G(p, O.

G satisfies obvious regularity conditions. It is now nec-
essary, on account of this decomposition, to splitf (p, 0)
into two partsfI(p) andf2(p) which are investigated sep-
arately. Because

In lp - p cos co dw

-wIn 2PI ' IPI > IPI

7n2I 1PI C IPI

2w2 ,d ,,i0 Gpp(p, co) ILn

p - p cos w p p Cos2Uco
p-Coscs+ 2 2 dp

p Cosw 1+ p2 Cos2
in that the added terms integrate to give zero and in this
form the integration with respect to p results in an abso-
lutely convergent triple integral. It is

00 2

Y, lIn p - pCosco cos 1 + PP COS ' j
-00 p cos 1 + p cos c

= IP I LIn 1- + 2+ 21 dT X(p)

(putting IPT = p cos Co)
with

lim X(P)
1PI, IpI ln lp 2

The integration with respect to p yields as the value of
the integral

+fo
2(p) dp = O

00

-WFpp(p, wr2) In Ip - p cos wcI dp
-(0

I 20 , + pn p2

Fpp(p,7r/2) In c/p

~2 w- 1I1I
1

27r

F -IPI

00

IPI±+fr2 _-2
Fpp(p, w12) In /IP dp.

This is now absolutely integrable with respect to p from
- oo to + oo as will be obvious through exchanging the
order of integration. One evaluates the integral as

00I

f1(p)dp-
00 2 -r

00

Fpp(p, 7r12)
-00

IPI IPII + Nfp2_p
* dp In dp

_p i

I 00

Fpp(p, wI2) p dp = F(O, wr12).

As far as f2(p) is concerned, as we shall show, it is also
absolutely integrable and when integrated from - oo to
+ oo, gives zero.

We can of course write f2(p) in the following way:

f2(p) = 2w2 dco

Gpp(p, w) In IP - p cos col * cos dp

whereby (4) is proved.
We have now to show thatf satisfies the conditions a1)-

cl). The continuity follows from the representation (3) on
account of assumptions a2)-c2). Condition bl) is equally
satisfied because

+OD

00 f(p cos 4, p sin 0) dp
is integrable with respect to 4, as one easily sees.
To prove c1) we set

1 22tfo(p) = f(p cos 4, p sin 4) d4

-4¾i dodw d4 Fpp(p, O)ln p -p coswc dp

4Tr2 S0 d0 S-XPn d

J+o4FL p plnIPI c/p(b±00 fpf+ ~~~~~~~~~l2 2

+ Fp(p,od Fp(p,4 inndJ ODj 2 2

+ FP(p, ')lIn-p- Fp(p, 4') in-
2 2j

from which one can recognize the correctness of cI). Thus,
Theorem IV is proved.

B. DETERMINATION OF A LINE FUNCTION FROM ITS
POINT MEAN VALUES

3) Let F(p, 4) = F(-p, 0 + w) be a line function that
satisfies the following regularity conditions.

one obtains

= 2w2 ,,1'dCo
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a3) F, Fo, FP are continuous with FckI < M for all
P, 0;

b3) Fp In IpI converges to zero uniformly in 4 as
p --+ oo;

C3) ilFpF nlin IP dp converges uniformly in 4.
These conditions are moreover invariant with respect to

coordinate shifts.
We construct the point mean value of F(p, 4) for P -

[x, y]:
f 7r/2

f(X, y) -- (x cos q5 + y sin X, O) do. (S)
7r - 7r/2

Then we have [the following theorem].
Theorem V: Through the expression forf, F is uniquely

determined and is given by

F(O, 2) = -+ X - f(Xx, y) dy

where the integral with respect to x is understood in the
sense of the Cauchy principal value and the value ofF for
any other straight line can be derived from the given for-
mula through an appropriate coordinate transformation.

EZ
For the proof, we next derive from (5):

B 1 w/2 B

fx(x, y) dy =-J d4) FP(x cos 4-A Xr -7r/2 -A

+ y sin X,4))cos4 dy (6)
where A and B are positive constants. We now put, as was
done analogously earlier on:

F(P, 4) = F(p, 0) + sin 4 G(p, 4

where G(p, 4) remains restricted to the integration region
and takes the limiting value of zero as p 00. From

B

A Gp(x cos 4 + y sin , 4) cos 4 sin 4 dy

= [G(x cos 4 + B sin 4, 4)
- G(x cos 4 - A sin 4, 4)] cos 4)

it follows that the second component of (6) takes the lim-
iting value of zero for A -f oo, B -* oo, so that it remains
only to investigate the first component. Through the anal-
ogous integration one recognizes that in this first compo-
nent the integral with respect to 4 likewise will be zero
for A - oo0, B -- oo over any interval not containing 4 =
0; it remains therefore to examine

+e B

lim d) Fp(x cos 4)
A oo -e - A
B Xo

+ysin4),0)cos4)dy, 0 < e 17r/2.

One can write this integral as
1 c-+ xcoso+Bsino

- d) FP(p, 0) cot 4 dpXr e xcos¢ Asino

and obtain from it, when A and B take sufficiently large
values, through exchange of the order of integration and
after some calculation, the value

I xcosE+BsinE (B2 + x2) sin e
- In 2 Fp(p, 0) dp
7r xcosE-Bsine IBp -x B + - p

1I xcosE+AsinE (A2 + x2) sin e

r xcosE -AsineE Ap -x A +x -p2
FP(p, 0) dp.

It is sufficient to determine the limiting value of the sec-
ond integral for A - oo0. We write it thus:

- In (A sin e) [F(x cos e + A sin (, 0)
7r

- F(x cos e - A sin E, 0)]

1 oxcosE+AsinE 1
+ - In FP(p, 0) dp

r xcos- Asine IP - XI
I xcose+AsinEc Ap XA 2

W xcosE -AsinE Alp + x|

Fp(p, 0) dp.

Since the logarithm in the last integral tends uniformly
to zero for A oo then the limiting value follows as

1 +X_ _ Fp(p, 0) ln p- x dp

whereby the limiting value of (6) is obtained as
+Go= 2

f-,(x, y) dy = -__
-00 7r

+oo

-p00

It should be noted here that the latter expression repre-
sents the limiting values of the imaginary part of an ana-
lytic function which is regular in the upper plane and for
which the limiting values of the real part have the value
2F(x, 0). We now form in the sense of the formula in
Theorem V:

,X fx(x, y) dy
-00 x -00

_ 2 ~ Fp(p,0)ln dx

7r o x -Xc

so that this double integral is absolutely convergent and
because

00

0

p - x ax
- sIn -= -2- sgn p

it leads precisely to the formula in Theorem V.
4) Now letfbe a point function with the following reg-

ularity properties.
a4) f with its derivatives of up to the second order

inclusive are continuous;
b4) the expressions f(x, y), Ax2 + y2 iIn (x2 + y2)
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f(x y), Ix2 + Y2 - In (x2 + y2) * y(x, y) have the
limiting value zero for x2 + y2 OO;

C4) the integrals

J+ ,
ioIn (x9 + y2)

3 D If 2 + dxdy

+ro +00o
and . D2f 1n (x2+ y2) dXdy

-0 J 00

where D1 f represents every first derivative of f and D2f
every second derivative, all converge absolutely.

These conditions are again invariant with coordinate
changes.
Then we have [the following theorem].
Theorem VI: The straight line function calculated from

f according to the formula in Theorem V takes the point
mean values f (x, y). 1

It is sufficient to furnish the proof for the origin. For an

arbitrary straight line through it, Theorem V yields, fol-
lowing a partial integration

1 ) += +m
F(O, (1) =X

2 dr -
[f,, cos2 0 + 2fy sin 0 cos 0

+ fyy sin2 0] ln Ix cos 0 + y sin dx dy

or, introducing polar coordinates p, 4:

F(O,
I

0
P dp

2

La2f cos2O_ )

+ 2 d2f sin(¢ cos

44d p

&2f sin2 (o - 4') af sin2 (¢ -
+ d 2 2 + d

23f sin (q - cos () -
- ao p2

In p cos( - 4) Id4.
In order to construct the point mean value for [0, 0] one

can carry out the integration with respect to in the dou-
ble integral from 0 to 2wx and then divide by 27r. The term
with a2fIaO2 that appears drops out in the integration with
respect to and so there remains

27r 00 2

1 a pf 2af
2w o di o -4 aP ap

+
I
lnP p f dp

2 2dap apj

which reduces in fact to f (0, 0).
In order to demonstrate the uniqueness of F, we must

prove that Conditions a3)-c3) are satisfied, this clearly re-

quires further conditions on f.
5) It is desirable to find a place for the following re-

mark, for which I am indebted to Herr W. Blanschke,
concerning in general the status of Problem B: both prob-
lems considered here are closely related to the theory of

Newtonian potentials. We consider particularly the con-
version of point function f to its straight line mean values
F as a linear functional transformation

F = Rf
and likewise the conversion of line function F to its point
mean value v:

v = BF

suggesting that, compounded as

v = Hf = B[Rf] = BRf
the transformation H = BR should be considered.
One now sees immediately that Hf is none other than

the Newtonian potential of the plane covered with the
mass density (1/7r)f calculated at points of the plane it-
self. It follows that one can obtain the inversion of the
transformation H from a remark of G. Herglotz; this re-
sults in

f(P)=H-=1 vp(r)2 o r

1 + 00AV(X+00)-~ S Av(x',y')ddy'
4w - -00 rpp

where vp is a mean value expression analogous to that
introduced earlier and A denotes the Laplace operator.
Now it is obvious that the inversions directly intro-

duced in 1)-3) are achieved through the expressions
R-' = H-1B or B-1 = RH-1.

Actually I first discovered the inversion formula (IV) in
this way, but a rigorous development of this conception
appeared to be more difficult than the direct verification
and it also failed in the equally important non-Euclidean
cases.

Finally, it should be noted that the basic regularity con-
ditions in Sections A and B are obviously far from the
most general, as may be shown by simple examples.

C. GENERALIZATIONS
6) A far-reaching generalization of the problem treated

in A can be formulated as follows: let a surface S be given
on which an arc differential ds is somehow defined as well
as a double infinite sheaf of curves C on S. It is required
to determine a point function of the surface from its in-
tegral values 5fds along the curves C.
One obtains the nearest specialization when one takes

a non-Euclidean plane as S, the appropriate arc element
for ds and straight lines for the curves C. In the elliptical
cases one can bring into play the results of spherical ge-
ometry; in a known manner one interprets a diametrical
point-pair of the sphere as a point of the elliptical plane
obtaining the result that a direction function on the
sphere-_that means equal valued at diametric points-can
be determined from its great circle integral values. Min-
kowski [1] has been the first to consider this result in prin-
ciple and to have solved it through the use of the spherical
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functions; P. Funk [2] later realized the Minkowski so-
lution and showed how one can find the solution with the
help of Abelian integral equations. I also am indebted to
this method for the solution of Problem A. Funk's solu-
tion is altogether analogous to (III), only substituting in
the denominator the sine of the spherical radius and add-
ing to the integral the value of F at the pole of the great
circle in question divided by wx. The stated result also has
an analogous solution to (III) in the hyperbolic plane

t (p) 1I dFp(q)
f (P) = - 5dPq

gr o sinh q

(here the curvature measure is taken as - 1) as one can
show totally conforms to the derivation of III indicated in
I.

In both cases, one can also for example pose the prob-
lem analogous to B. In the elliptical geometry one obtains
nothing new by virtue of the absolute polarity: in the hy-
perbolic case a solution analogous to Theorem V appears
not to exist.
A second specialization follows when one takes as the

curves C circles with constant radius (in Euclidean or non-
Euclidean geometries). Here one can make use of the
Minkowski treatment using spherical functions on the
sphere and solve the problem to a certain extent. It is in-
teresting in this case that the uniqueness of the solution
can be lost; there are certain radii p determined by the
zeros of the Legendre polynomials of even order for which
line functions on the sphere integrate to give zero along
every circle of spherical radius p without vanishing iden-
tically. In the Euclidean case the integral theorem of Bes-
sel functions takes the place of the spherical function se-
quence; here there are always functions that integrate on
all circles of constant radius giving zero and still do not
vanish identically; if the radius is in unity then (in polar
coordinates p, 0) these functions are

Jn(xup) cos nO, Jn(xup) sin no

and their linear combinations where xv, is a zero of J0. In
hyperbolic cases the so-called spherical functions take the
place of the Bessel functions for which the integral theo-
rem of Weyl [3] is appropriate. The results are analogous
to the Euclidean cases.

7) In another direction the results of A and B can be
generalized by transposition to higher dimensions. In a
Euclidean Rn one can seek to determine a point function
f (P) = f(xI, x2, * * *, xn) from its integral values F(al,
a 2, ... O!n p) on all hyperplanes oalxl + ... +

= p (2 +± + a 2 = 1). Analogous to the pro-
cedure followed in 1 we construct the mean value FO(q)
of F on the tangent planes of the sphere of centre of (0,
0, . . . 0) and radius q. It is given by the n - 1 fold
integral

Fo(q) = 5 F(a, q) do
On

where do, is the surface element, On~= [2wn'2]1/[r(n/2)] is

the surface area of the n-dimensional sphere x2 + +
x2n 1.
One can describe Fo through an n-fold integral in f and

indeed this is

F0(q) = fj. 2 .(X Xn)
X1+***+X2 > q 2

(4l+*X- +X2)(n -2)12

(7)
or in a frequently used mean value expression

00

Fo(q) = Qn 5 fo(r) (r2 q2)( 3)2 rdr.
q

This is the formula analogous to (2) to which is connected
the corresponding conclusions. The substitution r2 = v,
q2= U leads to the integral equation

(u) = 1n- 5i ()(v -u)(n- 3)/2 dv.

If n is even (n/2 - 1) differentiations with respect to u
gives the the same equation as (2) and one can find from
this

/(0) =f(O0,, , 0).
Therefore, for the construction off from a given F, both
differentiation and an integral operation are necessary. For
odd n this integral operation becomes redundant because
(n - 1)/2-fold differentiation now gives

4(O) = 2(-1)(n -1)12 4i)(n-3)/2(o).
(n - 3)

The three-dimensional case turns out to be particularly
simple; one can treat this case also by a method that is
analogous to 5) and which yields very elegant results.
From (7) the point mean value of F for q = 0 emerges as

Fo = 2 f(X, y, z)
N/X2 +72 + z dydz

which is considered as the Newtonian potential of the
space filled with a mass density (l/2)f. Hence, it follows
that

f(x, y, z) =-AF2x

where F indicates the point mean value of F.
Here one can also solve the problem which is analogous

to B and obtain by the methods indicated in 5) for planar
functions F of which the point mean values f are known
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F(E) = -+ , Af du

where da is the surface element of the plane. A is the
Laplace operator for three-dimensional space and the in-
tegration is extended over the whole plane E.
Declared readyforprinting: October 1, 1917.
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TRANSLATOR'S NOTES
The original German text was published in Berichte der

Sachsischen Akadamie der Wissenschaft, vol. 69, pp.

262-277, 1917. (Session of April 30, 1917.)
I have tried to keep closely to the original German text,

but occasionally I have made a small deviation to improve
the readability of the English version.

I have added the symbol D2 to denote the end of the
statements of the theorems. I have also changed the nota-
tion I in the original (which denotes logarithm) to the more
familiar ln, and on the original page 275 the German frak-

tur sin q is changed to the more usual modem form for
the hyperbolic sine of q which is sinh q.
The original contains a number of misprints in the

mathematical expressions which I have corrected. These
errors include the omission of bars over Fp(q), the omis-
sion of r in the numerator of (2) on p. 265 and of r dr
some 12 lines later, as well as 1/q in the second term on
the right-hand side of the subsequent inequality. On page
266 an c was missing in the expression just before the start
of Section 2 of the paper. f was printed instead of k at
several places in the original paper.
The references have been numbered and collected at the

end of the paper instead of appearing as footnotes.
I hope that by translating the present paper into English

I shall have made this pioneering work of Johann Radon
widely available to the many research workers in the med-
ical image processing field who make use of what are now
called "Radon transforms."
At the time of making this translation I was unaware of

the English translation of this paper by R. Lohner which
appears as Appendix A in the following book: S. R. Dean,
The Radon Transform and Some of Its Applications (New
York: Wiley-Interscience, 1983). I am grateful to Prof.
A. K. Louis (Universitit Kaiserslautem) for this infor-
mation:
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